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Colt express marshal and prisoners rules

Subject Answers Last post 0 Question about Marshall, who took the prisoners to MsDodo Sun on Jan 26, 2020, at 1:02 p.m. How do you get prisoners to complete the special goal of throwing away the key? by JollyMack, 24 Oct 2019, 17:39 5 0 Loss of prisoners? by thatbretguy Sun Jan 8, 2017 1:20 am 5 1 More Brilliant Idea Questions
by N/A Sun Feb 19, 2017 7:24 am 5 0 Event Deadly Fall by Mattias Sun Mar 26, 2017 4:51 8th Apr 2019, 11:49 A.M. Prisoners, loss is staglee 7 Feb 2019, 10:05 1. apr 2019, 11:21 Marshal - shooting range? by StagLee Sun February 3, 2019, at 10:49 is there another way to release the bandit without being rescued? by rodrigor Thu, 14
Sep 2017, 4:54 3 0 Shooting Prize by GerarddeG Sun, 16 Dec 2018, 12:10 1:11 Special Event Reflex Action and Marshal's Plus Actions by N/A Sun Aug 5, 2018 10:42 4 1 Strongbox vs. Mailbags, by JLWill Tue, Aug 8, 2017, at 2:45pm 2 Tue Dec 26, 2017 10:41am Rescue? by Caratticuss Thu Oct 26, 2017 12:39am 7 am Moving Mei to
de Lorean? by Blechbirne Wed Aug 16, 2017 11:09 pm 1 0 Jarring and Brilliant Idea by Tradman86 Wed July 19, 2017 17:04 1 July 2017, at 10:29 Am Angry Marshal Question by MoviinTarget Sat July 15, 2017 17:57 10 Marshal Bullet Card. by kounabi22 Sun Jul 9, 2017 21:16 2 0 Deadly fall and stage coach of Hermjard 25 May 2019,
2017 11:31 7 0 Targets Marshal by Sebly Thu 11.5.2017 15:37 2 0 Shooting Marshal alblau Fri Apr 14, 2017 15:51 pm 1 Fri Apr 14, 2017 11:38 pm 2 Setting when using both expansions? by hist Fri Dec 16, 2016 11:36 pm 4 Thu Mar 23, 2017 12:42 pm 2 Prison Car by N/A Mon Feb 20, 2017 9:46 pm 5 1 Event Card Take it All! by N/A
Sat Mar 4, 2017 4:50pm 2 0 Poker Player and Abilities Awarded prisoner cards N/A Sat 4.mar, 2017 5:04pm 1 6 Marshal bullet cards n/a Sunday, February 19, 2017 10:04am 4 am N/A 0 Brilliant Idea question mylestrom Fri Feb 17, 2017 9:18am 2 0 Belle vs Belle fan Don Sombrero Wed Dec 21, 2016 10:06am 5 Wed Dec 28, 2016 12:31
pm 0 Marshal &amp; Time Travel Car xerxesz After October 24th, 2016 14:21 pm 3 St Dec 21, 2016 11:35am 0 Vault loot share end of station question thedudeabides1978 Fri Nov 18, 2016 10:31pm 1 9 Am Rules are available! by Xerxesz Tue Sep 20, 2016 2:14pm 1 Colt Express Marshal &amp; Prisoners is an expansion from 2016
published by Ludonaute. Coming from the designer of the basic game, Christophe Raimbault - one again featuring artwork from Jordi Valbuena - it sees players returning to the wild west. Now up to 8 players may be part of the train heist, but not everyone will be a bandit driven by greed with the marshal becoming a playable character.
Extending the base length of the game a little, does the extension add more than time? Let's find out! First, a prison cell train carriage is added to the back of the train (kaboose). Unlike the rest of the cars with interior and roof, the prison cell car three parts: roof space, hallway and cell. The cell can never be entered by movement, while
the hallway and roof are otherwise treated normally. It's not just the players who see inside the prison cell though. The prisoners' cards are shuffled and three are placed next to the cell. These inmates will pay anyone freeing them $200 - adding that the bandits end up playing prey. The ability to free a prisoner is the first use of a new card
of clear ideas. Using this in the hallway of a mobile car can free a prisoner or other player from a cell. Freeing an inmate will give the player extra ability - on top of the end of the money game - when freeing another bandit will steal loot items from them. Use the clear ideas card when the cell will see the bandit escape, either into the
hallway or on the roof. Playing anywhere else has the special effect of mimicking the last played bandit action card. So, if a fellow bandit has just played their punch card, that is the action will be copied. This is a great supplement that stays mixed even if the rest of the expansion is not used. It opens up new opportunities and sees players
praying for others in front of them to take concrete action even more than before. As the name suggests this extension brings the marshal - a playable one on it. With prisoners ready in cells and bandits equipped with clear ideas the game is almost ready. In addition to two separate decks of weapons, the marshal also needs to prepare an
objective deck of 5 cards. These range from shooting an individual bandit 4 times to not being punched too much, and everything seems to be at your fingertips. Whoever takes on the role of marshal must complete 4 of his 5 goals in order to win. Otherwise, scoring will go back to the rules of the base game of the richest bandit wins.
Therefore, there is an aspect of all against one while competing. The marshal has a different action deck than the bandits. It is equipped with vertical and horizontal movement – so for the first time the marshal reaches the height of the roof of the train. Unlike bandits, the marshal has three gun cards, no punch cards and has a unique card
- the ability to arrest. When the marshal is in the same place as the bandit, they are no longer immediately shot and moved to the roof. Instead, that's when he can be arrested. Using an action card, the marshal sends the bandit to his cell and flips the poster you're looking for to complete. Going into the first game there was a real buzz
around the table that someone would try to organize the bandits fall. It slowly ebbed away and there weren't many hands to go up to try the task for the second game - let alone after that. The main issue is that the role of the marshal is very limited – in fact, it is the task of other players in trying to arrest or shoot them. Goals added
something to the task, but the ability to move the sheriff was also missed by the bandits. Alongside the marshal here comes Mei. She is a brand new character ready to be part of a competitive train heist. Unlike the basic game Bandits Mei ability is about movement. When moving vertically, it is able to move diagonally on an adjacent
carriage. Maybe that doesn't seem like it. However, it can completely throw other bandits off your trail, allowing you to swoop and claim the spoils. Not having enough characters to go around has never been a problem I encountered while playing the base game, with 4 to 5 being the perfect player to count. Increasing the range to 3 to 8
players therefore does not really benefit me. While having someone who plays as a marshal opens the door of a single player train car in addition I still don't see the hectic chaos that makes the 6 player game improves with two more players. It's an experience to try once, but for the love of all the loot don't try it with new players – it leaves
them confused for much longer.Components wise everything hits high quality basic games, with cards indistinguishable for new players. There are a lot of cards included, and it's great to see a few extra round cards in the box add more variety – whatever number of players you have. It's a little irritating that the yellow meeple that has
considered countless plays was the sheriff's suddenly now Mei. This has created confusion for those who only have a few games under their belt because they are still trying to remember what is being played and then there has been a change of color. That being said, the orange marshal meeple that comes with the badge symbol is a
little easier to distinguish from bandits. Many aspects of the expansion sounded fantastic on paper, still the main focus of missed the mark. Another character has always been welcome and Mei's ability seems to be different from others and not too strong. Prison car and bright ideas are a nice twist, there just has to be a way to use them
fully without anyone being marshalled. Maybe it could be done by the house decided a little. The fact thoughts on House rules are there shows expansion has merit, but not quite for the right reason. [Editor's note: Colt Express Marshal &amp; Prisoners has been provided to us by Asmodee for review purposes. The game is currently
available at 365 games for £18.99. It is also available in local board game stores, find your local store here] Again, infamous criminals are schemin' to rob union Pacific Express. Marshal Samuel Ford is armed and ready for them, but faces a new opponent: the elusive Mei! The marshal will have to be careful with this: she is as dangerous
as a viper! Components 1 Prison Car 2 Character Letters 1 played Marshal Figure 1 Horse Figure (for use with 7 bandits while playing with Horses &amp; Stagecoach Expansion) 2 Mailbags Worth $200 or $1200 1 Wallet Worth $250 7 Prisoner Cards 7 Brilliant Idea Cards 7 Wanted Posters 18 Mei Cards 23 Marshal Cards 14 Marshal
Target Cards 13 Round Cards 3 Brawler Cards (Gold Silver Punch, Bronze Punch) The yellow figure from the base game (originally a marshal figure) is now a Mei character (a new bandit in this expansion). A star character is a new figure marshal. The object of the game Hate lawlessness? In this expansion, 1 player gets to be a marshal!
Marshal has five goals he wants to accomplish. If he reaches at least 4 of them, he wins the game! If (and only if) it fails, the richest bandit wins. Note: Each player will be referred to as either a marshal (lone marshal player) or a bandit (other players). Setting Each player removes the marshal card from their deck and returns it to the field.
It will not be used in this expansion. Each player removes the Ride card from their deck and returns it to the field. It won't be used if you're playing with Horses &amp; Stagecoach expansion. Each bandit adds a Brilliant Idea card to its colors on its deck. Each bandit displays a Wanted Poster that shows his character ($500 page up).
Choose the player who will marshal. The player takes the marshal's letter. Place 3 Brawler cards (punch side down) in a pile on the face of the marshal's leaf zone with a Gold Punch card on top and a Bronze Punch card at the bottom. Shuffle the marshal's action cards and place them face down on the deck of the marshal's leaf zone.
Place bullet cards in 2 piles of 6 in ascending order of the number of bullets to form 2 cylinder piles. Return the arrest warrants of all the bandits who don't play in the box. Shuffle the remaining arrest warrants and draw 2, but don't look at them! If you're playing with 2 or 3 bandits, return to the Full Lead and Arch Enemy Special Target
cards in the field. Shuffle the remaining special target cards and draw 3 without looking at them. Now shuffle these 3 special targets along with 2 arrest warrants. Put these 5 cards face down on the upcoming target zone marshal sheet. At this point, Marshall doesn't have to look at his goals yet! If you play with 2, 3 or 4 bandits, use a
locomotive, 4 train cars and a prison car. With 5, 6 or 7 bandits, use a locomotive, 5 train cars, and a prison car. A prison car is always a kaboose. Instead of the usual strongbox, place 2 mailbags with their value hidden in the locomotive. Draw 3 cards of prisoners, regardless of the number of players. Put them face up behind the prison
car. Put the remaining prisoner cards in the box. Place the marshal figure in the locomotive as usual. He is Player 1 for this expansion, the player on the left is Player 2, and so on. All bandits with even numbers place their bandits in the car next to the kaboose, and all bandits with odd numbers place their bandits in the next car forward.
Unlike bandits, the marshal doesn't start with a $250 purse. Marshal starts the game as the first player. Then at the beginning of each new round the player on the side of the current first player becomes the new first player. Prison car and brilliant Prison car Sooner or later, the bandit finds himself in a cell. A real Pirate of the Far West
would never think of that cell as the end, but rather as a transitional point. One must connect with the cell; be one with your hopes and our hopes; understand his struggles for meaning and purpose. Be cells!... and find a flaw in its cheap construction . Free bandits in a prison car can only be in the hallway or on the roof. You cannot choose
to enter a cell. Only captured bandits can be in a cell. You can't shoot or punch a bandit in a cell (even if it deserves it!). You can't move a bandit into a cell by hitting or shooting it. Action cards bandit in a cell have no effect during the stealin' phase, except for the Brilliant Idea card. Brilliant Idea Card Look at the scammers you know as
achievements and those behind bars. What is the difference between triumph and failure? Great idea. In due course, a brilliant idea appears in the head of a successful bandit, and saves him from a desperate situation. New draw rule (phase 1: Schema)The basic draw rule will be adjusted. Now you can choose one of the following
options: Draw 3 cards from the deck and add them to your hand. Locate your package (or throw away the pile if you are playing with Expert Variant) for the Brilliant Idea card and add it to your hand. Then stir the deck. You must declare which of these 2 options you choose before drawing. The brilliant idea of action how this action works
depends on where your bandit is on the train. If you are neither on nor in the prison car (not on the roof, not in the hallway, and not inside the cell), copy the last action card played by the bandit, which is not a brilliant idea. You might need to look a few cards back in the stack if marshal cards or other Brilliant Idea cards were the last cards
played. If there is no bandit action card to copy, the Brilliant Idea card has no effect. Tuco plays his Brilliant Idea card just after the marshal's turn. However, the Marshal Actions tab cannot be copied. The last bandit who played the card is Ghost, and he chose Punch Action. Therefore, Tuco must copy Punch Action with his Ingenious Idea.
Advice – To facilitate the use of Brilliant Idea cards during the stealin' phase, do not immediately give the action cards back to their owners after resolving the card. Place them in a pile in order of resolution. This way you can easily determine which action cards you need to copy with your Brilliant Idea. If you are in a prison car cell, move
either into the hallway or onto the roof of your choice. If you are on the roof or in the hallway of a prison car, select 1 of the following options: Free the prisoner: remove 1 prisoner card from those who are placed behind the prison car. This option cannot be selected if you already have a Prisoner card. Free Next Bandit: Move 1 bandit from
cell to your space. He must give you 1 loot token of his choice if he has any. In the event that the If you carefully follow all the wise advice in this manual, you should quickly become an infamous bandit. You'll know you've come when smaller villains ask if they can be your faithful sidekick. A bandit can only have one prisoner at a time.
Each prisoner is a faithful sidekick of one of the bandits in the Colt Express (as shown on each prisoner card), regardless of whether this bandit is actually playing. Your freed prisoner will give you 1 of 2 abilities, depending on whether your loyal sidekick or another bandit: If your prisoner is not your faithful sidekick, it gives you character
power like his matching bandit. This power takes effect the moment you free that prisoner, and it stays as long as the prisoner remains in your possession. If your prisoner is your faithful sidekick, you can take 2 loot chips when you rob them. This ability will only work if there are actually 2 prey chips to pick up! At the end of the game, you
get $200 if you have a prisoner card. Note: If Belle and the bandit with belle's faithful sidekick can be both the target of shoot or punch action, Belle's ability takes precedence over the prisoner. Marshal basic rules Modificatoons In this expansion, if the marshal hits the bandit, the bandit does not take the Neutral Bullet card and does not
escape the roof. However, keep neutral bullet cards at hand: they may be needed for some events. Now the bandit can (and should!) shoot the marshal, move to his place, and even punch him! The nature of the forces that affect bandits also affect the marshal. When you hit the marshal, take the top brawler card out of your image zone
and flip it over. Now you own a brawler card that will give you extra money at the end of the game. Then move the marshal to the neighboring car of your choice. Marshal's goal card to win the game, Marshal must have at least 4 goals completed at the end of the game. At the beginning of each round, the marshal moves the top card from
the upcoming goals area to the Current Goals zone. The marshal can at any time secretly look at the cards in his zone Current goals, but never on those who remain in the zone upcoming goals. Special Goals Note: Use these 2 last goal cards only if you play with at least 4 bandits (5 players). Arrest warrants Each arrest warrant
corresponds to 1 bandit in the game. This goal is completed if the wanted poster bandit listed on the arrest warrant is in the marshal reaching the zone at the end of the game (marshal arrested him at least once - see capture action). There is no need for a bandit on an arrest warrant to be kept in a cell at the end of the game: once is
enough! Action Cards Marshal Package Marshal includes: Move (x2), Change Floor (x1), Shoot (x3), Move + (x1), Change Floor + (x1), Capture (x2), plus Ride (x1) when using Horses &amp; Stagecoach. Floor movement/change If the marshal plays the + card on the standard thrust (no tunnels, acceleration, confusion, incense) during
the Schemin' phase, can immediately play another card from hand. The additional card is resolved in sequence during the stealin' phase as usual. The marshal can't draw cards instead of playing another card. It is possible to play 2 + cards in a row, which would allow the marshal to play 3 action cards in one turn! If the marshal plays the +
card during a special turn (tunnel, speeding-up, switching, confusion, jarring), he can not play the second card. In all cases, move or change the floor action is resolved as usual during stealin' phase. Capture The Marshal selects 1 bandit in his space and places that bandit in the cell of the prison car. The marshal takes the Wanted Poster
captured by the bandit, flips it to the captured side, and places it in his reach zone. The bandit may have been intercepted several times, but for the first time, Wanted Poster remains with the marshal for the rest of the game. Shoot If there are 2 or more bandits in the marshal's line of sight, you can shoot 2 bandits with the same action
shoot. The marshal selects a 1 Bullet card from the top of each of his cylinder pilots to place on the targets' deck. If the marshal shoots only 1 bandit, he can choose a 1 cylinder pile to take the bullet card out of (the bandit can't take 2 bullets from the same action). Belle power allows her to avoid being shot by Marshall only if there are 3 or
more bandits in the marshal's line of sight, or if there are 2 bandits and the marshal shoots only 1 bullet. Marshal bullet card bullets shot by the marshal are added to the bandit board, as well as bullets shot by another bandit. Each of the Bullet Marshals cards has a penalty that affects a bandit shot by a bullet. Extended penalties (until the
end of the round) When a marshal shoots a bandit, if the bullet has an extended penalty, place the Marshal's Bullet card in front of that bandit as a reminder of the bullet penalty. At the end of the round, the Bullet card is shuffled into the bandit deck. Note: If a bandit plays their Brilliant Idea card after being shot and affected by a penalty,
they can use it to copy a Shoot, Punch, or Change Floor card played by another bandit. Immediate sentences End of game At the end of the fifth round, all prisoner cards still behind the prison car are overturned and placed in the marshal's reaching zone. All mail bags on the train (not held by bandits) are also placed on the marshal's
reach zone. Marshal reveals his five goal cards. If at least 4 of the 5 goals were completed, marshal wins the game, regardless of the wealth of bandits. If marshal has not completed at least 4 of his goals, the richest bandit will win the game as usual. Now there are 7 ways for a bandit to gain wealth: Loot (wallets, jewelry, strongboxes,
mailbags). Gunslinger Price: $1000 if you shot the most Bullet cards. Wanted a poster: $500 if the marshal never caught you during the game. Prisoner: $200 You still have a prisoner card. Hostage ransom (if you play with Horses &amp; Stagecoach expansion). Brawler prices: 3 priced $800, $500, and $300 for punching a marshal. Some
effects of the train station cards '(Hostage conductor, Sharing loot, etc.).. Round cards Feel free to combine round cards from this expansion with the cards of the base game and the first expansion! If a round card has an effect that specifically affects bandits, it has no effect on the marshal. The round cards that indicate the marshal may
have their effect adjusted, however. Round cards with this icon are used when playing with 2, 3 or 4 bandits. Round cards with this icon are used when playing with 5, 6 or 7 bandits. Special turn: Jarring Train is warmly complaining to players to focus exactly; Players can't play Shoot or Punch cards. Note: The Brilliant Idea card can still be
used to copy another Bandit Shoot or Punch card. End of Round Bonus: Schemin' For a rainy day Some of the round cards in this expansion have a new icon (shown right). At the end of Schemin'! Phase, each player can choose to leave 1 card in hand for the next round. This bonus does not apply when playing with the Expert variant.
The selected card is not shuffled into the player's package during the stealin' phase and counts towards the player's hand in the next round. For example, if Mei had reserved a card in the last round, she would have drawn 5 cards plus a dedicated card for a total of 6 cards in hand. Events Of The Ouste Move all the loot chips inside the
marshal's car to the roof, regardless of whether the marshal is on the roof or inside the car. Rumours Marshal accidentally reveals a 1 goal card in his current goal zone. Reflex Action players do not die unused cards on their decks at the end of the Schemin phase. At the end of the stealin' phase, starting with the first player and continuing
clockwise, each player can play and solve the action card from hand. Then each player places all the unplayed cards remaining in his hand on top of his deck. Guilty conscience If the marshal wins the game, the poorest bandit also wins. If more bandits are tied to the poorest, only the marshal will win. Deadly crash If you hit a sign on the
roof, you may decide to knock this character off the train instead of moving him to a neighboring car; remove this number from the train and do not resolve any of the remaining action cards of this character. If a marshal or bandit is knocked off a train, he can't win the game. If Django shoots a figure on the roof of a locomotive or kaboose,
he may decide to knock that figure off the train instead of moving him to a neighboring car. Crime doesn't pay off! A bandit in a cell at the end of a game can't win a game and doesn't count as the richest bandit. Events adapted from the basic game Angry Marshal When playing with this expansion, the following replaces the effect of angry
marshal event: At the end of the round, Can solve 1 Shoot action and then 1 move action without playing cards. Marshal's Revenge This incident involves bandits inside or on the roof of the marshal's car. A Shot Of Whiskey For The Marshal When playing with whiskey from Horses &amp; Stagecoach: If a whiskey bank is in the Marshal's
space, he takes it and places it on his character's list. He can use it like he's a bandit. If the marshal drinks an old whiskey pot, he can play a maximum of 2 action cards that rotate even if he plays Move+ or Change Floor+ cards in that order. If the marshal is offended, he can't let go of his bank. Optional rules for selecting event cards At
the beginning of the game, players choose (of all available cards) 7 round cards and 3 train station cards corresponding to the number of players. Draw 4 round cards and 1 train station card from them and create a round package. Mei: The new Bandit Mei is the perfect acrobat and agile climber. When you play the Change Floor tab, you
can move diagonally to the second floor of an adjacent car. When Mei leaves the cell, she can't move to the adjacent roof. While playing with Mei but not marshal &amp; prisoners expansion, Mei can't move on the adjacent roof when the marshal escapes. Mei can be used in a basic game without playing with the rest of the Marshal &amp;
Prisoners extension, allowing you to play the game with 7 bandits. Otherwise, the rules of the game are unchanged. When playing with Horses &amp; Stagecoach expansion, you can't move diagonally to or from the stage coach. Mixing The Expansions While Marshal &amp; Prisoners is fully compatible with Horses &amp; Stagecoach,
we recommend combining them only if all players are familiar with Colt Express. Marshal and ride card Unlike bandits, the marshal always starts the game in the locomotive. The marshal can use his Ride card to move using horses. Marshal and Stagecoach Marshal can move inside or on top of a stage coach. He doesn't take a hostage
when a coach enters the stage. Marshal and shotgun Marshal can not be affected by the shotgun, but the shotgun blocks the marshal's line of sight. The marshal can stay in the shotgun area, but he can't be captured. Continue reading the report of this ad
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